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4 In The Queer Games Avant-Garde: Reimagining the Medium of Video Games, Bonnie Ruberg
has  pieced  together  a  series  of  interviews  with  game  makers  which  focus  on  the
queering of video games as well as on the creators’ personal narratives and aspirations
related to the creative process. The book establishes a continuity on the said area of
research interest as it is a follow-up to Ruberg’s 2019 work on Video Games Have Always
Been Queer (NYUP 2019).  This time, however,  the writer departs from the format of
academic analysis and opts for an interview-based approach in an attempt to provide
space for queer game makers to emerge and share thoughts, experiences, and concerns
with regard to the medium. 
5 As its title predicates, the book explores the concept of “the queer games avant-garde”
which Ruberg identifies as a “movement” as well as network of artists that have been
on the rise since the early 2010s and whose work bears distinct queer characteristics
that go against the grain of traditional gaming and game-making. Considering that the
history of video games has long been of narrow scope when it comes to its audiences—it
has been catering mostly to the imagination of very specific identity groups, i.e. white
cisgender male consumers, after all—queer games appear to break ties with it not only
in terms of representation and visibility, but also in structure, aesthetics, ethics, and
objectives. Before delving further into these categories through each interview, Ruberg
builds a brief, albeit coherent theoretical and historical framework around notions of
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queerness, gaming, and the avant-garde. An interesting connection is made between
the rise of the queer games with that of an alt-right sentiment in US politics and, more
specifically,  around  the  time  of  the  2016  elections,  which  the  writer  sees as  a
reactionary call of queer artists against systemic discrimination. As such, the writer
challenges the idea that video games are solely created for entertainment purposes and
highlights that “the contributors to the queer games avant-garde are acutely aware of
the political backdrop of their work” (6).
6 One of the primary points of focus of the book is the fact that Ruberg pays attention to
indie aspects of queer game-making. By underlining the apparent disparities in income
between infamous A-list companies and minor individual or collaborative enterprises,
Ruberg points out that for queer indie game-makers the economic challenges are on a
par with the social ones. The interviews here serve as an account of the physical and
financial adversities some of these artists have been through while trying to establish
themselves in the field of video game making. Funding of projects, for that matter, is
often pointed out by interviewees as the most common problem of queer game-making
since the games are seen as too radical or bizarre for a mainstream player base. From
pushing needs to turn their art toward a more straight-appealing direction, to rejection
and even homeless, the artists share details of their private stories that illuminate the
backdrop of the culture industry whereupon video games are set. It is through these
accounts,  though,  that  the  abstractness  which  envelops  the  radical  and  at  times
delicate side of queer experience within a highly competitive capitalist environment is
basically grounded here, providing the book with firm anchoring into present reality. 
7 The  book  also  touches  upon  old  and  new  conundrums  in  queer  studies,  including
matters of representation and visibility,  identity understanding, empathy as well  as
intersectionality.  As  the interviewees’  identities  come with their  own unique social
background, the interviews become a rich terrain to elaborate on the aforementioned
topics. More specifically, critical assessments of queer representation appear in most
segments of the book and go beyond the conventional thinking of merely including
LGBTQ+  characters  in  video  games.  For  instance,  Llaura  McGee’s interview  titled
“Leaving  Space  for  Messiness,  Complexity,  and  Chance”  (63-72)  focuses  on  making
games that inject queerness in all aspects of a game, from characters to game goals to
graphics. Tonia B****** and Emilia Yang’s interview, which is titled “Making Games
about  Queer  Women  of  Color  by  Queer  Women  of  Color”  (153)  and is  one  of  the
standout pieces in the collection, centers on the creation of games that attend to the
intersectional identities of queer women of color in America. In it, a politics of intimacy
over empathy is discussed, in order to promote an understanding of queerness in the
sense  that  players  are  not  required  to  walk  on  a  queer  person’s  shoes,  but  rather
encouraged to develop respect over others by embracing their difference (157). 
8 Although the interview format helps make game-makers’ experience palatable as well
as shed light on the social  fabric behind the queer games discussed, it  does have a
shortcoming. Arguably, the book gives room to interviewees’ critical comments and
background stories, which in fact can ascribe a more intimate tone to it, but the truth is
a thorough explication of the topics or perhaps a more debate-like approach between
the writer and the interviewees could drive some arguments home. As a case in point,
Liz  Ryerson’s  interview  on  “Resisting  Empathy  and  Rewriting  the  Rules  of  Game
Design” challenges the idea of empathy in the sense that queer game makers should
not  blunt  their  games’  edges  of  queer  experience  in  order  to  make  them  more
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appealable to non-queer consumers. Rather, queerness should manifest as it is even
when  aspects  of  it,  including  sexual  explicitness,  come  across  as  too  radical  for  a
heterosexual  market.  As  a  matter  of  fact,  Ryerson  states:  “Empathy  isn’t  the
conversation I want to be part of. I want to be part of a conversation that’s like, ‘We
need to make our new rules and our work isn’t going to look like what’s come before
it’” (87). At this point, a comeback comment or counterargument posed by the writer
could enrich the dialogue and engage the reader even more since similar views that
read as very interesting provocations can further push the envelope of queer studies.
9  Overall, The Queer Games Avant-Garde is a project that appears to have been carried out
with much thought as well as work value. Considering it is Ruberg’s further exploration
of  the  world  of  queer  gaming—this  time  reaching  directly  the  games’  sources  of
conception,  i.e.  their  creators—  it  presents  intriguing  arguments  regarding  both
queerness and the medium itself, which do not come in the form of academic jargon,
but rather in accessible discourse. Each interviewee stresses in their own words that
queerness should ultimately retain the deviant factor that makes it dynamically and
critically resistant to traditional norms. Although the writer explains their reason not
to apply a typical analysis of the game, it should be noted that an ideal option would be
to merge the two formats. This would possibly require a reduction of the number of
interviews so as to make room for more explicated arguments. As it is now, though, the
book can perfectly serve as an ethnographic account of what Ruberg defines as “the
queer game avant-garde,” which will benefit readers sharing an interest in gaming and
queerness. To conclude, perhaps a great next step would be a project that would shift
focus from production to reception, thus captivating players’  response to the queer
games and, by extension, queerness itself. 
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